IT-protoDUNE coordination meeting
05-10-2022

Attendance

- Denis PUGNERE (protoDUNE)
- Elisabetta PENNACCHIO (protoDUNE)
- Xavier ESPINAL (IT)
- Jose CASTRO LEON (IT)
- Elena Gazzarrini (IT)

Minutes and Action items from previous meetings

- (Denis) Interesting to attend the SME coordination meetings. We come until December then we decide whether to keep only those.
- (Jose) We will try to be more formal with this section at the beginning of the meeting to comment on minutes.

Coordination News

- (Jose) Reminder to non-LHC experiments to notify us (storage teams) when they renew their certificates, especially if the DN changes, in order to avoid issues. This concerns service certificates.

IT Information Update

- IT News for Experiments regular weekly updates
- ASDF meetings overview
- 37th ITUM on October 14th

Round table and action list review

- (Denis & Elisabetta) No news.
- (Jose) we heard from Kirby that they are having problems with cryostats.
- (Elisabetta) We will run module 0 in protoDUNE cryostat next year.
- (Xavi) So you will start getting collisions after the end of the year?
- (Elisabetta) yes
- (Xavi) Are you still in touch with the EOS team in the Prevessin area?
- (Denis) still running for the next data acquisition. Constant contact with the EOS team. Ok with quark DB backend and migration to v5 planned for when there is no acquisition.
- (Xavi) Good, because it comes with the new Xrootd. Is everything else oiled (fts, etc)?
- (Denis) Yes, Elisabetta is following.
- (Xavi) Are you happy with compute and software?
- (Denis) Yes, all good on my side.
- (Elisabetta) Since last year everything was running well!

Current Actions

- None
New Actions

- None

AOBs:

- Next meeting called for:
  - November 2nd at 3pm online